TIVOLI
DARK & BLACK OAK

TIVOLI
DARK & BLACK OAK

Tivoli is a chic and on-trend mixed media dining range incorporating a bold and striking mix
of dark oiled oak with ebonised accent detailing set off against satin nickel metal frames.
Cantilever chairs with highly polished frames and precision cut joints using the latest metal
plating technology are available in either a mottled black faux leather or plush velvets in an
option of eye-catching colours.

Balancing exquisite design with timeless appeal, the Signature Collection boasts superior quality manufacturing
and attention to detail. Every piece is both beautifully proportioned and uniquely styled, effortlessly blending the
finest materials with cutting-edge technology and intricate craftsmanship. The result is a selection of exceptional
ranges for those with discerning taste.
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Design features including end grain detailing, planking effect on table tops and cabinet facia
and a distinctive modular open display unit combine with advanced constructional techniques
and high end fittings, including BLUM soft close drawer runners, to create a compelling fashion
statement combining functionality with premium build quality.
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2.

4-6 EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
4201-2
Closed: 150cm x 90cm x 77cm h
Open: 198cm x 90cm x 77cm h
6-10 EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
4201-4
Closed: 190cm x 95cm x 77cm h
Open: 240cm x 95m x 77cm h

CONSOLE TABLE
4201-19
112cm x 38cm x 77cm h
LAMP TABLE
4201-03
49cm x 46cm x 55cm h

COFFEE TABLE
4201-06
112cm x 60cm x 41cm h

ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
4201-25
135cm x 43cm x 49cm h

CANTILIVER CHAIR
dark blue velvet fabric

NARROW SIDEBOARD
4201-10
140cm x 47cm x 78cm h

sea green velvet fabric

4201-09UC-VDB
4201-09UC-VGN

harvert pumpkin velvet fabric
4201-09UC-VHP

gun metal velvet fabric
4201-09UC-VGU

46cm x 58cm x 93cm h
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CANTILIVER CHAIR
mottled black
faux leather
4201-09UC-DBK

46cm x 58 cm x 93cm h

WIDE SIDEBOARD
4201-15
165cm x 47cm x 78cm h
OPEN DISPLAY UNIT
4201-27
90cm x 35cm x 188cm h

1.

4.
1. OPEN DISPLAY UNIT2. COFFEE AND LAMP TABLE FEATURE 3.DRAWER DETAIL
4. ENTERTAINMENT UNIT
Please note, product measurements may vary slightly from those stated within. Our material specification refers to the exterior components.
Man-made materials may be used as part of the internal construction.
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
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